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We consider the general sparse block factorization iterative methods as Beauwens 
and Ben Bouzid did. We develop some existence and convergence theorems for general 
nonsingular H-matrices. 

1. INTRODIJCTION 

Consider the linear system 

Ax = b, ( 1 1.1 

where A is a nonsingular large sparse complex matrix. A conjugate gradient 
method to solve (1.1) has been proposed and studied in [2] and [3]. As is 

well known, we should generally apply the method to the preconditioned 
system 

~-‘Ax = M-lb, ( 1 1.2 

where M is a preconditioning matrix, in some sense an approximation of A. M 
is constructed so that a system with M as coefficient matrix is easy to solve and 
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the condition number of M-IA is much smailer than that of A. The sparse 
block factorization method is a very efficient one for constructing such an M. 
Meanwhile it produces automatically an iterative method for solving (l.l), the 
sparse block factorization iterative method. 

2, SPARSE BLOCK FACTORIZATION ITERATIVE METHODS 

Let AEC”*” be partitioned into block matrix form 

( 1 2.1 

ere A,) E C”~* “J, 1 < nl, nJ < n. Matrices (Y, /3 E CF” are partitioned in the 
same manner, 

ompute rercursively 

l<iGm, 22 ( 1 I 

l<iej<m, 

is ard multiplication, and K,, an approximation to PHI I. 
m we get the block diagonal matrix P, lower block triangular 

matrix t, and upper block triangular matrix V; their sparsity can be controlled 
h the sparsity of (13, /3, and the block diagonal matrix 
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nonsingular, then M = LP- ‘U is called a sparse block factorization or block 
OBV factorization of A. With CI, & and K properly chosen, M can be used as 
a preconditioning matrix for (1.1). On the other hand, A = M - R represents 
a splitting of the matrix A, and associated with this splitting is an iterative 
m.ethod 

M%l,l =Rx,+b, - 

or 

xn+l = x, + M-'(b - Ax,), 

( 1 2.3 

( 1 2.4 

which, being the standard stationary iterative method for the given splitting, is 
called the sparse block factorization iterative method. We remark that the 
convergence of (2.3) indicates, to some extent, the effect of M as a precondi- 
tioning matrix. The existence of sparse block factorizations (or the nonsingular- 
ity of P) and the convergence of corresponding iterative methods have been 
studied for nonsingular M-matrices in [l]; see also [4], [S], and [S]. In this 
paper, we’ll develop some existence and convergence theorems for general 
nonsingular H-matrices. 

3. EXISTENCE 

Let E denote the matrix all of whose entries are equal to unity; set 
off&ag( A) = A-diag( A). 

THEOREM 3.1 [l]. Let A be CI nonsingwkzr M-mat&, partitioned as in (2.1). 
Ifcu&R”‘“, partiHomd as in (2.1), satisfij the inequalities 

diag( a) 2 I, 0 < offdiag(ry) Q E, OGPG% 

and if KiiER “r* ni are clwsen arbitrarily under the restriction 

&en for a, & and K, the matrices P, L, U computed from (2.2) are all 
nonsingular M-m&rices. 



For A E CR* n, its comparison matrix A( A) = [ mij ] is defined by 

mri = 1 UiiI, mij = - I aiji9 i+j, 1 <i,jdn, 

and A is said to be a nonsingular H-matrix if A( A) is a nonsingular M-matrix. 

LEMMA 3.1 [i’, Theorem 2.21. Let A E ZP n be a nonsingukzr M-m&ix. If 
the elements of 23 E R”* n sati& the relations 

bii 2 a+ aij < b, Q 0, i#j, 1 <i,j<8a, 

then B is also a no&n&r M-matrix. 

THEUREM 3.2. FRt A E Cnl r, be a tin&&= H-matrix, and A0 ifs compar- 
ison mutrb, both partitioned 0s (2.1). Z3y Theorem 4.3(3) of [.I], t exist 

bum= and upper block triangular r M-matrices Lo and U”, respec- 
tiuely, such that A0 = LO( P”)-lUo, where PO is block diagonal and Pg = L~i = 
f$, i = 1, . . . . m. Z~CY,/~EP~, partitioned as in (%I), satisfy the inequalities 

a nd* nd are chosen arbitrarily under the restriction 

i= I,..., m, ( 1 3.1 

, the matrices L, U computed fim2 (2.2) are alI 
r H-matrices. In partictdar, no!Ning&r. 

en that the block em,-‘+ Lyj, Pi, Vi: of Lo, PO, U” can 
e block entries Ayj of A0 by (2.2) with cx = fl = E, 
e from (2.2) it’s immediate that the inequalities 

( 1 3.2 
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hold for t = 1. Now assume (3.2) is true for t = 1, . . . , i - 1 (i 6 m); then for 
t = i, using (2.2), we have 

2 Idiag( Aii) 1 - diag 1%: I Lis I I Ks.s I I % I 1 = 
2 Idiag( AFi) 1 - diag 

1 

‘2 I$( P”,) - ‘U_ 
s=l 

= diag( Pz) = Idiag( P:) I, 

G - offdiag( AFi) + offdiag ig Lys( Pz) -‘U’ 
s=l 

= -offdiag( Pi) =Ioffdiag( z$)i, 

< -Ab + ‘2 L:s(p,o,)-lU$ 
s=l 

= -u*; =Iullr"l, i<j<m. 

Similarly, 

I Ljil <I L$I, i <j G m. 

Therefore we have proven by induction that (3.2) is true for t = 31,. . . , m. 
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Since I?, UO are nonsingular M-matrices, by (3.2) and Lemma 3.1 we C~II 

‘gaily &&tx that pi L, U are nonsingular H-matrices. In particular, P is 
nonsingular. m 

Theorem 3.2 provides the existence of sparse block factorizations of 
nonsingular W-matrices for a wide range of (Y, /3, and K. However, Pi: are not 
computed in practice, so we cannot choose K,, according to (3.1). Instead we 
wish that Kij could be conveniently determined from Lpii in one way or 
another as in the case of nonsingular M-matrices. In what follows we’ll see that 
the commonly used techniques for determining Kii in the case of nonsingular 
M-matrices are still valid in the case of nonsingular H-matrices. 

The following result, due to A. M. Ostrowski, can be found in [S]. 

LEMMA 3.2. Let A be o nonsingular M-matrix of or&r R, and B a compkx 
matrix of the same order. If 1 diag( B) 1 2 d&g{ A) and joff&ag( B) 1 g 

I offdiag( A) I, then B is nonsingular; rtwwotw, I I?--‘1 6 A-‘. 

T~EIPREM 3.3. Let A, it, /3 be uzs in Theorem 3.2. lj’K,i Cnt* *d are chosen 
such that 

IK,,I g &‘I, i= l,...,m, ( 1 3.3 

t tb conclU&m of rem 3.2 is stiu t&id. 

rom the proof of Theorem 3.2 we know that (3.2) holds for t = 1. 
a 32 we have I Pill I < (PFJ-‘; therefore I K1, I < I Pii I < 

n from the proof of Theorem 3.2, we know that (3.2) holds 
ilarly we have 1 Kg2 1 < (P&)‘ ‘. Continuing in this way, we 

{F$--l, i = I ,.**, m. m 

We note that recently Polman [q] essentially proved Theorem 3.3, using a 
that A-is block tridiagonal, all the 

Ii-j] < i, 
otherwise. 

of determining K,i is to take K,, = 
entries are unity or zero. For Kii SO 

different approach, for the special case 
A 

‘yij = gij = 

{ 

E 
0’ 

e most frequently used technique 
r+Pi l, where y is d matrix all of whose 
chosen, (3.3) is obviously valid. 
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We now shift our attention to another technique for determining Kii: 
Neumann approximate inverses. Suppose that a matrix P has a sparse (point) 
factorization P = (I - L)Z(Z - U), where L, U are strictly lower and upper 
triangular matrices, respectively, and Z is diagonal. The technique is to take 
K=(Z+U+*** +Us)I:-‘(z + L + ‘*. +L’) as approximations to P-l, 
where s, t are small nonnegative integers. We’ll prove that if in Theorem 3.2 
K,, are Neumann approximate inverses of Pii, then (3.1) is valid. 

For this purpose we need the following result. 

LEMMA 3.3. Under the cy)ndftiorcs of Lemnu 3.2, the f&orizations 

A= (Z-L)X(Z- U), c = diag(+..,q), ( ) 3.4 

B=(Z-t)%(Z-fi), E = diag(&,...,iQ, ( ) 3.5 

exist. M-, 

IQ a, tdt flu, 121 ac>o. ( ) 3.6 

Ruo$‘. From Corollary 3.2 of [lo], we already know that the factorization 
(3.4) exists; moreover, C > 0, L 2 0, U >/ 0. It &mains to show that 1% 1 ) C, 
1 Z 1 < L, 10 1 < U. In fact, writing (3.4), (3.5) as recursive relations of 
elements of the matrices and using induction, we can easily prove that 

Putting (3.7) in matrix form, we have 1st ) C, 1 z 1 < L, and 1 Er? 1 < CU, 

from which (3.6) follows. l 

We remark that Lemma 3.2 is an easy consequence of Lemma 3.3 and that 
the existence of (3.5) has been established elsewhere (see [ll] and (9, Theorem 

a* 

THEOREM 3.4. Let A, o, /9 be as in Theotern 3.2. If K,E Cni*“’ U~V 
Neunuznn approximate inverses of Pii, then the concbs&m of Thecmm 3.2 is stiu 
VaZid. 

Proof. From the proof of Theorem 3.2 we know that (3.2) holds for t = 1. 
So by Lemma 3.3, the factorizations 

41 = (1 - LP,,)&,,( z - Up,*)* el = (1 - LP$Pf~( z - UP:,) 
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exist; moreover, 

therefore 

Q (z - uppl)-lx$l~(z - L,p,)_l = pq-‘a 
The remainder follows as in the proof of Theorem 3.3. n 

We now consider one more technique for determining Kii: polynomial 
approximations. Suppose that a matrix P admits a convergent splitting P = B 

e technique is to take K = f( l3- ‘C)B- ’ as an approximation to P- ‘, 
x) is some polynomial approximation of (1 - x)- * ( 1 x I < 1). Were 

we’ll only consider the case that the splitting P = B - C is obtained by the 
incomplete factorizations of P and f( x) = 1 + x + l l l +x9. We’ll prove that 
if in Theorem 3.2 K,, are the polynomial approximations to Pi; I, then (3.1) is 
valid. 

be an index set such that 

i g f-8) C CC {(i, j)Il G i, j < n}. 

mplete fact~~~ati~n of A is just the sparse block 
all n,‘s equal to unity in (2.1), K,, = l/f,,, and 

a,j = 13,j = 1 1, (h j)EG 

0, (h j)+C* 

The set is called the nonzero set for the incomplete factorization. 

LEMMA 3.4 (Cf. [lo, Corollary 3.31). Under the conditions of Lemprur 3.2, 
i factorization with any nonzero set G will yield 

A=LCU-R, II = diag(o,,...,u,,), 

Z3=2ELEi, e = diag(cl,...,tn), 
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where L (i) and V (0) are unit lower and unit upper him&r. Let 

L=Z-T, v=z-v, 2-z-T, 9=1-e. 

Then 

Proof. This is a generalization of Lemma 3.3 and Corollary 3.3 of [lo]. 
The proof of all the conclusions except I ii I < R is similar $0 that of Lemma 
3.3. That is, we can similarly prove 

141 a$, IfjiI <tj*, 16ii3ijI <UiUij, j=i+l* . . . . n, i=l,..., n. 

Now we come to prove I gij I < rij, iJ = 1, . . . , n. If (i, j) E G, then 
I ?ij 1 = r*j = 0. If (i, j) p G, then 

?t* = mh(F - ’ e,k,fk$, _ bij 

k-l 

min(i. j)- 1 

I e,l G c 
k-l 

I t;k I I 6kf7kj I + I b*j I 

G ki 6k"kukj - aij 

min(i,j)-1 

= c zik”kuk, - aij = ?ij- m 
k=l 

THEOREM 3.5. Let A, tx, /3 be as in Thwrem 3.2. Zf K,, are po&nomkd 
approxhdons of Pif ‘, then the mnhsion of Theorem 3.2 is stiU t&d. 

Proof. The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 3.4. q 

In Theorem 3.3 we have reached the following conclusion: If A is an 
H-matrix, then for any partitioning (2.1), any (Y, 0 such that I d.iag(cr) I 2 I, 

(offdiag(cu)( GE, I@] <E,andany K,, satisfying ]Kii( <F’~‘/,allthe Pii 
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computed from (2.2) are nonsingular. It’s natural to ask whether this conclu- 
sion can be extended to a wider class of matrices. 

THEOREM 3.6 [11, Theorem 11. Ld A E Cn* n be giuen. gfor any B E Cn9 n 
s&z that 1 b,, 1 = Iaiil, lbijl < Iaijl, 1 <i,j<n, thematrix Badmitsan 
incomplete fiorization with respect to any nonzero set G, then A is a 
non&n&r H-matrix. 

Now we can give a negative answer to the above question. 

COROLLARY 3.1. L& A E P” ?WVe th? fOrm (2.1) With d ni &JUal t0 
unity. Zffi any ac, @ swh tht Idiag( clr) I = I, )offdiag( ar) I G E, 0 G B < E, 

and K,i = l/Pi,, the Pii computed from (2.2) don’t all vanish, then A is 
necessarily a nonsingulrrr H-matrix. 

4. CQNYEMXNCE 

In this section, we further study the convergence of the sparse block 
factorization iterative method (2.3). 

THEOREM 4.1 111. Under the same resumptions 
splittin 

A=LP-lU-R 

is lar and therejilre con 

A, A0 be as tz ??zeorpm 3.2; and a = a’, fl= B” be 

= S,*PiT 1, K; = S,*( Pi!) - I, 
‘,’ 3.3 we huue splitkings 

where 0 < S, 6 E. From (2.2) and by 

A = LP-‘U - R E A4 - R, A0 = LO(P@jWiuO - R” s ~0 - ~0. 
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i7roof. By Theorem 4.1, A0 = MO - R” is a regular spiitting; hence 
p(( MO)-‘R’) < 1. It remains to prove p( M-‘R) < p(( MO)-‘R’). By Theorem 
2.8 of [12, p. 471, it’s enough to show 1 M”R 1 6 ( MO)-‘R”. 

From Theorem 3.1 we know that PO, Lo, U” are M-matices. A proof 
similar to that of (3.2) and Lemma 3.2 yield 

i<j<m, i= l,...,m- 1. (4.1) 

Now 

M = LP-‘U = LP-‘PP-‘U, 

Let 

LP-l =z-E, 

Lo(p)- = I - p, 

From (4.1) it’s easily seen that 

IQ <LO, 

therefore 

MO = L”( PO)-‘P”( PO)-‘Uo. 

p-qJ=z- 0, 

( 1 po -‘uo = z _ p. 

((LP-q +z - q-11 + + E + l ** +p-11 

gz+i?+ *a* +(Q”-‘= [Lo(po)-‘]-l. 

Similarly 

hence 1 M” I < (MO)-‘. 

Now we come to prove I R I < R”. In fact (2.2) can be put into the 
following matrix form: 

L + U - P = WA - /3*[(L - P)K(U - P)]; 
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therefore 

R = LP-‘U - A = L + U - P - A + (L - P)P-‘(U - P) 

= cr*A - A+ (L-P)(P-'-K)(U-P) 

+(E - B)*[(L - P)K(U- P)], 

iRi</a*A-Ai+iL-F/ iP-l-K) IV-Pi 

+p-8)*(lL-PI lKl IV-PI) 

<a"*Ao - A0 + (Lo - P')[(E - S)+'-'i](U'- P") 

+(E - @')*[(L'- P')(S*i P-'i)(U'- PO)] 

<a"*Ao - A'+ (Lo - p")[(p")-I- lcO](UO- PO) 

+p - jq+[(LO- PpP(UO- PO)] 

where S is the block diagonal matrix with S1 as diagonal blocks. 

n prove the following result. 
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